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Open Pedagogy & Student 
Content Creation

Open Education Week 2021

March 5, 2021



Interact & Engage: #OEWeek

Turn on your speakers and turn up your sound.

Use the Chat to interact with fellow attendees.

Submit questions for our speaker in the Q&A.
 



Welcome!
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Land Acknowledgement

Portland State University is located in the heart of downtown Portland, 
Oregon, in Multnomah County. We honor the Indigenous people whose 
traditional and ancestral homelands we stand on, the Multnomah, 
Kathlamet, Clackamas, Tumwater, Watlala bands of the Chinook, the 
Tualatin Kalapuya and many other indigenous nations of the Columbia 
River. It is important to acknowledge the ancestors of this place and to 
recognize that we are here because of the sacrifices forced upon them. In 
remembering these communities, we honor their legacy, their lives, and 
their descendants.

Section / Page
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What is Open Pedagogy?
“Open pedagogy is the practice of engaging with students as creators of information rather 
than simply consumers of it. It's a form of experiential learning in which students 
demonstrate understanding through the act of creation” (UTA Libraries).

“When you use open pedagogy in your classroom, you are inviting your students to be part 
of the teaching process, participating in the co-creation of knowledge” (BCcampus).

““Open Pedagogy,” as we engage with it, is a site of praxis, a place where theories about 
learning, teaching, technology, and social justice enter into a conversation with each other 
and inform the development of educational practices and structures. This site is dynamic, 
contested, constantly under revision, and resists static definitional claims” (Open Pedagogy 
Notebook).

Section / Page

https://libguides.uta.edu/openped#:~:text=Open%20pedagogy%20is%20the%20practice,through%20the%20act%20of%20creation.
https://open.bccampus.ca/what-is-open-education/what-is-open-pedagogy/
http://openpedagogy.org/open-pedagogy/
http://openpedagogy.org/open-pedagogy/
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Shane Abrams is currently a high school 
English Language Arts and Social Studies 
teacher in Ashland, Oregon. After cutting his 
teeth at a high school for at-risk youth in 
Colorado, he taught literature & composition 
at Portland State University and Portland 
Community College for four years, where he 
authored a writing textbook and loudly 
advocated for adjunct rights through union 
organizing. Amid teaching essential 
academic and socioemotional skills, he 
aims to cultivate activism and agency 
among young people.

Shane Abrams
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Frank Granshaw is a retired geoscience educator, 
glacial geologist, an avid hiker, gardener, and 
insufferably proud grandpa. In addition to having 
taught Global Environmental Change since 2014, he 
has developed a resource manual for the course 
(Climate Toolkit: A Resource Manual for Climate 
Science and Action) and is heavily involved with 
climate education and advocacy work through a 
number of local, national, and international 
organizations.

Frank Granshaw

https://pdxscholar.library.pdx.edu/pdxopen/28/
https://pdxscholar.library.pdx.edu/pdxopen/28/
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Veronica Hotton is an Instructor at Portland State 
University in the University Studies program. 
Veronica received a Ph.D. in Education from Simon 
Fraser University that focused on Curriculum Theory 
and Implementation, Philosophy of Education. She 
has an M.A. in Geography from the University of 
Hawai‘i at Mānoa. Veronica also has a B.S. in 
Environmental Studies & Music, and a B.M. in 
Orchestral Instruments, which are both from Central 
Michigan University.

Veronica Hotton



No, Really, You Can Write Like 
This: The Use of Student Writing 

in EmpoWord and College 
Composition Curriculum

Shane Abrams, Spring 2021



Inception of 
the project



Needs & Opportunities

● Adjunct precarity

● Graduate Assistantship - 

Composition curriculum 

& pedagogy  support

● Reduction of financial 

barriers in required 

courses

● Student responsiveness:

○ Practical alignment 

with curriculum

○ Representing their 

experiences and 

interests

○ Envisioning themselves 

as authors

○ Modeling growth 

mindset



● Writing philosophy: 

iteration, 

self-reflection, 

collaboration, 

situational awareness, 

social justice*

Needs & Opportunities

● Student responsiveness:

○ Practical alignment 

with curriculum

○ Representing their 

experiences and 

interests

○ Envisioning themselves 

as authors

○ Modeling growth 

mindset



Development



Discovering Direction

● Early efforts focused on translating student-centered pedagogy 

to digital, “static” format

○ What’s special about my version of this?

○ What will serve the educators with versatility / adaptability?

● Focus on student work

○ Application, demonstration by example

○ “Teacher Takeaways”







Aspirations for the 
next edition



Aspirations for the next edition

● Accessibility

● Digital pedagogy

● Social justice focus — contextualization of diverse experiences 

and advocacy

● Facilitation of work critique



Thank you!



Break (5 min)



Turning a Disposable 
Assignment into a 

Renewable Assignment
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Disposable vs. Renewable Assignments
According to Open Education advocate and scholar David Wiley, disposable 
assignments “add no value to the world— after a student spends three hours 
creating it, a teacher spends 30 minutes grading it, and then the student 
throws it away.” 

“Wiley instead encourages faculty to craft “renewable assignments” that add 
value to the world (in and/or outside of the course) after they are completed. 
What the students produce through their coursework can be useful to and 
usable by fellow students, the instructor, and others.”

“Are Your Assignments Disposable or Renewable?

https://ctl.byu.edu/tip/are-your-assignments-renewable-or-disposable
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Example Assignments: From Disposable to 
Renewable

Disposable Renewable 

Essay or Lab report Blog post or Wikipedia entry, zine

PowerPoint Presentation YouTube video, brochure

Traditional textbook Student-authored book or website
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Activity (20 min)
1. Open this crowdsourced slide deck, read the 

instructions, and claim a slide

2. Share an existing assignment and how you might 
revise it to be renewable and open

3. Explore other attendees’ assignment ideas and 
share feedback with the comment tool

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1dEFugHUoApTbpCDP1RxjGR9UsUtRGxOIVpMpDYpkG2g/edit?usp=sharing
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Discussion
1. How do you think renewable assignments might fit 

into your courses?

2. What benefits do you see in using renewable 
assignments in your courses?

3. What obstacles do you anticipate in incorporating 
renewable assignments into your courses?



Open Pedagogy Resources

● Example Student Release Form (allows students to select Creative Commons 
licensing for their work)

● Open Pedagogy Examples
● Open Pedagogy Notebook (more examples)
● Google Folder with Open License Materials for Students

https://docs.google.com/document/d/12XDmnilT-80w4fPQdGgHNF6BxRL8D21UimS2iuLvQ1E/edit
http://blogs.ubc.ca/chendricks/2017/10/08/open-pedagogy-examples/
http://openpedagogy.org/examples/
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B-J6TXqfqqmuQkxTdlFuUEwzOU0?usp=sharing
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